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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Amy Chevel wants to live quietly with her job and her
passion for restoring Chevel Hill to the pristine New Hampshire wilderness sanctuary and tree
plantation it was when her ancestors owned it. Sam Royce has been ordered by the department of
the interior to put Chevel Hill under BLM protection by any means possible. When Maitlan real estate
tries to force Amy to sell her land all hell breaks loose in the quiet town of Warrant. With two
murders, a missing body that turns up in bizarre circumstances; And criminal activities that extend
from a brutal fire and a bungled FBI investigation? The citizens of Warrant wonder what it will take
to get their town back to normal. And some are willing to take matters into their own hands to do it,
if necessary. It s up to the police to discover whether Amy is an innocent victim or a clever criminal
taking up where her parents left off twelve years earlier. Its up to Sam not to fall in love with Amy
Chevel, or her wilderness heritage, or the small...
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A whole new eBook with a brand new perspective. it was actually writtern quite completely and useful. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette

This is actually the finest ebook we have go through until now. It is writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of di icult to understand. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and is particularly just following i finished reading through this book by which basically changed me,
change the way in my opinion.
-- Gillia n Wisoky-- Gillia n Wisoky
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